innovative parcel logistics.


TZ's intelligent parcel logistics solutions feature state-of-the-art systems of modular lockers that integrate a network of TZ Smart™ locking devices to help corporate and commercial users dramatically improve package delivery and collection accountability, establish an effective means to safeguard valuable packaged assets, and better meet regulatory compliance. No other system offers the combined convenience, flexibility, accountability, and cost efficiency of a TZ SMART™ parcel logistics solution.

Electronic Locking.
Provides maximum security without keys and key management, featuring a simple, user-friendly LCD touch screen interface for convenient 24/7 access.

E-Alerts.
Automatically notifies recipients by email or SMS that a parcel is ready to be collected and reminds recipients to collect with follow up messages.

Real-time Auditing.
Tracks and reports activities and events in real-time, providing access to tailored reports, to monitor usage and system performance.

Remote Management.
Offers option for real-time monitoring and reporting of events in geographically dispersed locations from one centralized command.

Complete Versatility.
Meets your specific workflow requirements, complements your environment and reflects your own brand guidance.

Greater Scalability.
Readily scales to support system extensions and the addition of new functions.

Reduced Operational Costs.
Helps plan and manage workflow processes and direct marketing more effectively, improving operational efficiencies and reducing costs.

Reduce Compliance Costs.
Improves chain of custody with detailed access reports that help comply with internal security procedures and relevant regulations.

Retrofit Flexibility.
The proprietary TZ Locking Raceway can be retrofitted into existing locker systems.
Flexible Logistics Solutions
Different Assets. Different Situations.

In addition to securing and monitoring traditional accountable mail delivery, TZ intelligent locker Systems have many other applications in today's corporate campuses and commercial facilities.

- Secure, monitored delivery and collection of accountable mail and sensitive materials
- Automated and audited pick-up of merchandise ordered online
- Intelligent workstation storage solutions for transient and mobile employees
- SMART™ employee day lockers and fitness room lockers
- Locker solutions for management of critical assets
- Intelligent, monitored access to control pharmaceuticals and medical equipment and supplies

![a complete system](image)

**Physical System.** A TZ parcel logistics System consists of a bank of lockers comprised of columns that consist of several sizes of lockers. One locker is dedicated to housing the System hardware, software and power supply.

**Hardware.** TZ System hardware includes: 10.2-inch ergonomic, diagonal touch screen, Windows-based computer, GMS modem and remote aerial, Ethernet port, and Uninterruptable Power Supply.

**Software.** TZ System software runs on the Windows 7 operating system, complies with standard Windows principles and methods of operation, and is designed to work with only a single bank of lockers and three System users: administrators, end-users/recipient and mail or parcel service agents. TZ Systems offer a wide range of functions that vary by user requirements.

**Convenient Client Services.** Every TZ parcel logistics solution user has access to a private website that offers the opportunity to manage annual support subscriptions, review system documentation, download software updates and receive news on the users' specific TZ Systems.

**Optional Leasing Program.** We understand how important it is for you to be able to invest in the latest technologies and equipment. But, we also understand that good cash flow management is vital to your success and that you need cash reserves to meet unexpected expenses or temporary shortfalls in income. TZ can provide you with a means to acquire the use of TZ products with a minimal initial cash outlay. Our leasing partners offer flexible lease structures to meet your financial and cash flow requirements.
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